
Introduction

Continuous cover forestry has become a common
term over the last two decades throughout
Europe, although its history is much older (Helli-
well, 1997). New forest policies have included
several alternatives to clearcutting which are sum-
marized by this term and which are expected to
have a major impact on the forests of Great
Britain in the future (Forestry Commission, 1998,
2000, 2001; Kerr, 1999). Part of the reason for
adopting this new management type is to provide

improved habitats for wildlife dependent on
continuity of woodland conditions and stands of
diverse structure. Therefore measures are needed,
firstly to distinguish between stands of different
structure, and additionally to provide surrogate
indices of habitat quality.

Spatial stand structure is an important factor in
determining habitat and species diversity. Increas-
ing heterogeneity of horizontal and vertical stand
structure is linked to a higher number of species
and stands with greater ecological stability. Silvi-
cultural options can modify the stand structure
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Summary

For some time, structure indices – quantifying spatial stand structure – have been integrated into
forest research and are used to provide a measure of biodiversity. In addition, correlation functions –
developed initially for problems outside forestry – enable analysis and characterization of forest
stand structures, generating more accessible information. This paper outlines a classification of
structural indices measuring alpha diversity and examines typical representatives of the classification
groups such as the Shannon index, the aggregation index of Clark and Evans, the contagion index,
the coefficient of segregation of Pielou, the mingling index, the diameter differentiation index, the
pair correlation and the mark correlation function. These can be used to measure differences
between forests in time and space, to generate forest structures, to analyse the differences between
observed and expected structures and to characterize modifications of forest structure resulting from
selective harvesting. These algorithms are the keys for assessing complex forest structures, which can
be the result of continuous cover forestry methods. Continuous cover forests with selective
harvesting are being promoted in the new forest policies of Britain. Case studies have shown that
from given spatial forest structures one can possibly conclude the suitability for habitats, a
hypothesis which has yet to be proved by further appropriate analysis. The equations for the
quantification of stand structure presented in this paper have the advantage that they are easier to
survey during forest inventory than the more direct measures of ecological variety.
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and therefore have an important potential role in
securing stand diversity and ecological stability
(Pretzsch, 1998; Humphrey et al., 2000).

Ecosystem diversity on a spatial and areal scale
is subdivided into alpha, beta, gamma and delta
diversity (MacArthur, 1965; Whittaker, 1972). In
forest ecosystems, alpha diversity operates within
forest stands; beta diversity refers to the variation
between forest stands; gamma and delta diversity
operate on larger scales (Lähde et al., 1999).

There is an increasing demand for information
on alpha diversity, in particular on the spatial
distribution of trees and their attributes (Mason
and Quine, 1995; Ferris and Humphrey, 1999).
Therefore, structural indices have been developed
which describe, as mean values or distributions,
certain horizontal aspects of forest stand struc-
ture (Upton and Fingleton, 1985, 1989).

Since the 1970s, statisticians have been develop-
ing functions which not only express forest stand

structures as mean values or as an empirical
distribution, but are also able to describe spatial
structure on a continuous basis (Ripley, 1977).
This paper demonstrates how these functions add
to the traditional concepts of structure indices.

The objective of this study is to discuss the
methodology of some of the latest developments
relating to variables and functions which charac-
terize forest stand structure as a part of alpha
diversity. A classification of these measures is pre-
sented in order to provide a better understanding
of the different concepts (Figure 1). The equations
of typical examples of the different concepts are
explained and applied to three experimental
stands. The results are discussed with the help of
simulated references and suggestions made as to
how these methods could be applied in British
forests. The focus is primarily at the forest and
stand scale rather than at a landscape or regional
perspective.
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Figure 1. Overview of the three major characteristics of forest structure and the groups of variables by
which forest structure is assessed (modified from Albert, 1999).
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Brief review of stand structure algorithms

In managed forests, as well as in old-growth
ecosystems, biodiversity is a key element for
evaluating the stability of the system (Kimmins,
1997, p. 391). Kimmins (1997, p. 352) defines the
structure of a plant community in terms of verti-
cal and horizontal spatial organization.

In mathematical terms the majority of indices
quantifying forest structure can be divided into
two major groups: distance-independent and dis-
tance-dependent measures. While the first group
evaluates stand structure without any spatial
reference, the latter group can be subdivided into:
(1) individual or single tree parameters based on
neighbourhood relations, accounting for small-
scale differences in biodiversity; (2) distance-
dependent measures to describe forest stand
structure at stand level; and (3) continuous func-
tions. Figure 1 gives an overview of the three
major aspects of forest structure and the groups
of measures. The following paragraphs present
typical examples of these groups.

Distance-dependent variables for characterizing
stand structure

Aggregation index of Clark and Evans In the
1950s and 1960s numerical variables were devel-
oped to describe aspects of variability of tree loca-
tions in forest stands by a single value. One
example is the aggregation index of Clark and
Evans (1954). It is defined as:

(1)

where r–observed stands for the mean of the dis-
tances from the trees to their nearest neighbours
in a given forest stand, while E(r) is the mean
nearest neighbour distance in a stand with com-
pletely random tree locations (‘Poisson forest’) of
intensity λ = N/A with A = area of the forest stand
and N = number of trees. Usually, the interpre-
tation of R values is as follows: R > 1 if the
pattern has a tendency to regularity, R = 1 if it is
completely random (Poisson process), and R < 1
if there is clustering in the pattern.

Contagion index As a single-tree-based alterna-
tive to the aggregation index, Gadow et al. (1998)
developed the ‘contagion’ variable or ‘neighbour-
hood pattern’, Wi, to define the degree of regu-
larity of the spatial distribution of tree positions
in a forest. Unlike the index of Clark and Evans,
this variable is a single-tree parameter. Assuming
complete regularity of the positions of the n
nearest neighbours around a reference tree i, the
expected standard angle α0 between two neigh-
bours would be equal to 360°/n. For example, α0
= 90° in a constellation involving four neigh-
bours. Each pair of neighbours shares two angles,
α and β, with α + β = 360 and α ≤ β. Contagion
is defined as the proportion of α angles which are
smaller than the standard angle α0 (see also
Figure 2):

(2)

In the ‘structural group of four’ Wi can be visu-
ally assessed in the field by comparing the actual
angle α with an angle of 90° . Thus a quick
decision can be made in the forest on whether α
is smaller than 90° or not. If tree positions are
recorded, Wi can be derived from the trees’
coordinates. In a constellation involving four
neighbours, Wi can assume five possible values (0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0). The distribution of the
Wi allows evaluation of the point pattern of tree
positions in a forest. The average contagion (W

–
)

may be used to classify the point pattern into the
categories ‘regular’, ‘random’ and ‘clumped’
(Gadow et al., 1998). In order to carry out a
sensitivity analysis for the average contagion (W

–
),

Albert (1999, p. 67) simulated 10 random,
clumped and regular forest stands. The results
indicate that stands of trees with a mean conta-
gion value greater than 0.6 can be considered as
clumped, those with values between 0 and 0.5
indicate regular tree distributions and between
0.5 and 0.6 are random. However, Albert (1999,
p. 67) did point out that these distinctions may
not be sharp.

Shannon index The Shannon index (Shannon
and Weaver, 1949) is an example of a distance-
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independent algorithm (see Figure 1) describing
species mingling. It is defined by:

(3)

where pj = probability of a randomly selected tree
belonging to tree species j; n = number of tree
species in the forest.

A similar index, also working with probabili-
ties, was developed by Simpson (1949).

Pielou’s coefficient of segregation A further
index is the coefficient of segregation, S, of Pielou
(1977). It describes the degree of mixing of trees
of two species A and B in a forest, and like the
aggregation index, R, it is based on the nearest
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Figure 2. Structural variables (species mingling, d.b.h.-differentiation and contagion) for reference tree i
and its nearest neighbours. Note that for calculating the species mingling, three neighbours are required,
for the d.b.h.-differentiation one neighbour is needed as a minimum and for the contagion, four neighbours
are required (modified after Albert and Gadow, 1998).
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neighbour tree distances. In Pielou’s notation, S is
given as follows:

Let N be the number of all pairs of trees (refer-
ence tree – nearest neighbour tree), let m and n be
the numbers of trees of species A and B, respec-
tively, and let r and s be the number of times trees
of species A and B are found as the nearest neigh-
bours of a reference tree. These numbers can be
set out in a simple form in a 2 � 2 table as
follows.

Species of the nearest neighbour
A B Total

Species of A a b m
reference tree B c d n

Total r s N

The coefficient of segregation is defined by

(4)

If the nearest neighbours are always of the
same species as the reference trees, then S = 1. If
all neighbours are of different species S = –1. In
the case of complete randomness of species distri-
bution, one can expect values around 0.

Mingling index The corresponding single-tree
variable to Pielou’s coefficient of segregation,
known as mingling (Mi), gives the proportion of
the n = 3 nearest neighbours j (j = 1. . . n) of the
ith reference tree which do not belong to the same
species as the reference tree i (Figure 2):

(5)

The current state of a forest may be described
very effectively using the distribution of the min-
gling variable (see, for example, Füldner, 1995;
Pommerening, 1997; Albert, 1999). In a constel-
lation involving three neighbours (‘structural
group of four’) Mi can assume four possible
values (0.00; 0.33; 0.67; 1.00). For the calcu-
lation of the mingling variable for a whole stand,

all Mi values are added up and divided by the
number of trees. The bigger the mean mingling
M, the more the different tree species are inter-
mingled. Small values indicate large groups of
only one tree species and therefore segregation
(Pommerening, 1997).

Diameter differentiation index The single tree
diameter differentiation variable, Tij, gives the
size difference of neighbouring trees on a con-
tinuous scale and describes the spatial distri-
bution of tree sizes. For the ith reference tree and
its n = 3 nearest neighbour j (j = 1 . . . n) the diam-
eter differentiation Tij is defined as:

(6)

where DBH = breast height diameter (d.b.h. in
cm).

The value of Tij increases with increasing
average size difference between neighbouring
trees. Tij = 0 means that neighbouring trees have
an equal size. This index is based on pairs of refer-
ence trees – first, second or third nearest neigh-
bour tree. For the calculation of the diameter
differentiation of a whole forest stand, all Tij
values are summed and divided by the number of
trees, so that three single numbers T1, T2 and T3
describe the size difference of neighbouring trees,
taking the first, second and third nearest neigh-
bours, respectively. Diameter differentiation
values can be interpreted as follows:

1 small differentiation: comprises the classes 0.0
≤ T < 0.3. The tree with the smallest d.b.h. is
70 per cent or more of the neighbouring tree’s
size

2 average differentiation: comprises the classes
0.3 ≤ T < 0.5. The tree with the smallest d.b.h.
is 50–70 per cent of the neighbouring tree’s size

3 big differentiation: comprises the classes 0.5 ≤
T < 0.7. The tree with the smallest d.b.h. is
30–50 per cent of the neighbouring tree’s size

4 very big differentiation: comprises the classes
0.7 ≤ T ≤ 1.0. The tree with the smallest d.b.h.
is less than 30 per cent of the neighbouring
tree’s size.

Diameter differentiation, mingling and
contagion indices may be established for the
stand as a whole or for a given sub-population.
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Figure 2 shows a hypothetical sampling group of
four and the corresponding values of the struc-
tural attributes of species mingling, d.b.h.-differ-
entiation and contagion for the reference tree i.
All single-tree parameters can also be calculated
as frequency distributions which will be demon-
strated later in this paper. Füldner (1995) used
species-specific indices as well as variables relat-
ing to the dominant height.

The single-tree structure variables have the
additional advantage that it is possible to assess
them easily from common forest inventories.
Pommerening (1997), Pommerening and Schmidt
(1998) and Pommerening and Gadow (2000)
evaluated the performance of the sampling
method ‘structural group of four’ and the stan-
dard fixed-area plot commonly used in forest
inventories concerning these variables and found
that both methods are useful and imply only a
small sampling error. This offers the possibility of
incorporating structural indicators in forest
inventories and monitoring.

There are a considerable number of other
indices for describing spatial structure, which are
based on similar concepts. They cannot be dis-
cussed in detail here, as this would be beyond the
scope of this paper. For further information, see
Gadow and Hui (1999), Gadow et al. (1998),
Gleichmar and Gerold (1998), Smaltschinski
(1998), Upton and Fingleton (1985, 1989), Lähde
et al. (1999), Latham et al. (1998), Neumann and
Starlinger (2001), O’Hara et al. (1996), Spies
(1998), and Zenner and Hibbs (2000).

Pair correlation function Modern point process
statistics use functions instead of indices or
empirical distributions. These functions depend
on the inter-tree distance r.

Unlike the aggregation index, R, the pair corre-
lation function g(r) does not result in one number,
but in a function, which can be plotted as a graph.
It characterizes the variability of the pattern of
tree locations. This function is based on the math-
ematical theory of marked point processes. In the
marked point process model, the points are tree
positions given with respect to a Cartesian
coordinate system. The marks are qualitative or
quantitative tree characteristics; for example, tree
species, diameter at breast height or total tree
height (Penttinen et al., 1992). Assuming that the
observed forest stand can be described by a

homogeneous point process (i.e. there are no
systematic fluctuations of point density and no
preferred directions in the point pattern), the tree
density or intensity λ is defined as the mean
number of trees per area. The familiar forest vari-
able ‘stems per hectare’ can be used as intensity.
Intensity λ has the following interpretation. Con-
sider an infinitesimally small circle of area dF,
then the probability of finding one tree in it is
λdF, because the area is too small to find two or
more trees. When describing variability and cor-
relations in tree stands we have to consider pairs
of trees. Let us consider two infinitesimally small
circles of areas dF1 and dF2 of inter-centre dis-
tance r. Let P(r) denote the probability that both
circles each contain a point of the point process,
therefore:

P(r) = �2 � g(r) � dF1 � dF2 (7)

The function g(r) is called the pair correlation
function and is a function of the inter-point dis-
tance r. It answers similar questions to the aggre-
gation index of Clark and Evans (for
interpretation examples, see Tomppo, 1986;
Penttinen et al., 1992; Pommerening et al., 2000;
Shimatani, 2001). Figure 3 shows the pair corre-
lation functions for two fundamental types of
point processes, namely for a cluster process
(positive correlation of tree locations, mutual
attraction) and for a process with mutual inhibi-
tion between the trees (negative correlation of
tree locations). For a forest with trees distributed
at random, g(r) = 1, which means that the tree
locations are spatially uncorrelated. The dotted
graph in Figure 3, which runs parallel to the
abscissa at a value of 1, illustrates this. In this
case, according to the product formula of the
theory of probabilities, P(r) = � � dF1 � � � dF2.

If the tree locations show a tendency towards
regularity, e.g. in very young stands planted in
rows or in very old stands (where there are large
distances between the trees, contradicting the
assumption of random tree locations), then for
small values of r, g(r) takes the form g(r) = 0,
because pairs of trees at these distances do not
exist (Figure 3). This is the case at the so-called
hardcore distance r0, which is the smallest
observed inter-tree distance. For bigger values of
r, g(r) > 0 and g(r) approaches the value of 1.
Young forest stands of natural origin very often
have trees arranged in clusters where the values of
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the pair correlation function tend to be larger than
1 at small inter-tree distances r (indicated by the
dotted graph called ‘cluster process’ in Figure 3).
Values of the pair correlation function g(r) larger
than 1 indicate that the inter-tree distances around
r are relatively more frequent compared to those
in a completely random point process. If this is the
case for small values of r, typically there is clus-
tering. Conversely, values of g(r) smaller than 1
indicate that the corresponding distances are rare,
which may indicate inhibition (Penttinen et al.,
1992). Estimated pair correlation functions reflect
the behaviour often reported in forestry literature,
that natural forests often begin with cluster-
process-like patterns. Competition between trees
causes (self) thinning, and at the final stage the
forest is similar to a Poisson process with random
tree locations or even more regular (Stoyan and
Penttinen, 1998). Unlike the aggregation index,
the pair correlation function depends on the inter-
tree distance and allows spatially explicit investi-
gations of the interaction between trees (e.g. type

of interaction, determination of the range of
interaction and estimation of its strength). Shi-
matani (2001) suggested an interesting combi-
nation of the Simpson index (Simpson, 1949) and
the pair correlation function.

Mark correlation function Clearly, not only the
number of trees in a stand is of interest but also
their diameters, heights, damage class, tree
species and other so-called ‘marks’. In the theory
of point processes a ‘mark’ is a value, which is
assigned to a point. If the ‘point’ is a tree location,
the ‘mark’ is a tree attribute (see Penttinen et al.,
1992). As in the pair correlation function, a pair
of trees is regarded as having the inter-tree dis-
tance r. From the marks m1 (e.g. the d.b.h. of the
first tree) and m2 (e.g. the d.b.h. of the second
tree) a value is calculated, which assesses the dis-
similarity or similarity of the trees’ marks. This
relationship is quantified by f(m1, m2), where f is
a suitable ‘test’ function. Here, f is defined as
f(m1, m2) = m1 � m2. From these single values a
mean value is calculated while the inter-tree dis-
tance r remains constant. Thus we conceive a
function κm(r), which is dependent on r. It is
advisable to divide the function κm(r) by the
square of the mean value m of the observed tree
parameters in order to make interpretation easier
(Penttinen et al., 1992; Stoyan and Penttinen,
1998). The mark correlation function, km(r) =
κm(r)/m2 is very suitable for analysing the mutual
influence of trees as far as it affects the observed
tree parameter. If d.b.h. is used, then it is often the
case that for small inter-tree distance r values,
km(r) is <1. This indicates a tendency that at small
inter-tree distances both trees of a pair have
smaller diameters than the average of the stand.
This behaviour may indicate that the price which
trees have to pay for being close together is that
their diameters tend to be smaller than the mean
in the whole forest. However, small values of
km(r) can also be the consequence of clusters with
young and thin trees (Stoyan and Penttinen,
1998). Penttinen et al. (1992), Gavrikov and
Stoyan (1995) and Pommerening et al. (2000)
give some examples.

Reference values and edge effects

Before applying the presented parameters and
functions to trial stands in order to find out how
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the pair correlation
function g(r) for analysing forest structures. The
hardcore distance r0 is the smallest possible inter-tree
distance of a forest stand. Values of g(r) >1 indicate
that interpoint distances around r are relatively more
frequent than those in a forest with random tree
locations. Small values of r typically mean cluster-
ing. Conversely, values of g(r) <1 indicate that the
corresponding inter-tree distances are rare in the
forest stand under study, which may indicate inhibi-
tion of trees caused by competition.
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they work, there are two important issues which
need to be addressed.

One question often asked is what an observed
number means exactly. For example should an
observed mingling be regarded as desirable or
not and, if so, to what extent? This question is
about a reference which can be used to compare
with observed values. Füldner (1995) calculated
structural variables for different forest compart-
ments and for the main tree species in a stand
within each compartment before and after thin-
ning. He made comparisons between compart-
ments, between the two main tree species within
each compartment and assessed changes in struc-
ture caused by thinning. This approach could be
used to select particular forest compartments as
references in that they reflect a typical or desired
spatial structure. Research within nature reserves
also uses the concept of reference plots to
monitor natural forest development. The spatial
structure of such ‘untouched’ forest compart-
ments could be compared with that of managed
stands.

The disadvantage of this method is that it
assumes uniformity in natural stand structures:
no forest compartment is like another, and it may
not be justified to use a limited number of
research plots as references. Until now no study
has made an attempt to derive generally appli-
cable values of structure indices for particular tree
species mixtures and management types. More-
over, Sprugel (1991) concluded that naturalness is
difficult, if not impossible, to define. A great
variety of forest communities might only be
described as natural for a given site and a given
time. Shape, dimension, altitude, relief, slight
differences in species compositions and site con-
ditions, to name only a few factors, can make the
suitability of comparison questionable.

To overcome this disadvantage Pommerening
(1997) suggests using computer simulation to
make comparisons between observed structural
variables and those expected in a random forest.
Using random permutations, it is possible to cal-
culate a test criterion which can be used to evalu-
ate differences between observed and expected
forest structures. The advantage of this method is
that the tree species composition and other tree
attributes from the stand under study are used to
derive the reference rather than those from a
different forest compartment. One can criticize

this approach by arguing that the random
arrangement of tree attributes which is used as a
reference may not correspond to a particular bio-
logical meaning. However, Stoyan and Penttinen
(1998) investigated a number of different stand
development phases and came to the conclusion
that old-growth stands do often tend to have
random tree locations. Randomness as a refer-
ence is very often used in statistics, and is easy to
establish. This approach has been adopted in a
number of studies of stand structure (e.g. Clark
and Evans, 1954; Zenner and Hibbs, 2000). By
using randomness as a substitute for naturalness
it is possible to quantify how much the value of a
structural variable in a given forest compartment
differs from this theoretical reference and to
suggest the reason for this.

In this paper, randomness is used as a reference
and the results of the random simulations are
mean values of 5000 independent single simu-
lations per forest compartment.

Another important issue is that of edge effects,
which need to be addressed if distance-dependent
structural parameters are applied. The problem is
that neighbourhood relationships are not truly
represented at the stand or plot boundary when
potential neighbours lie outside the research plot.
This edge bias becomes bigger the smaller the
research plot is and the fewer trees are involved.
This problem is shared with distance-dependent
competition indices (Biging and Dobbertin,
1992). To overcome this effect, several methods
have been developed (Monserud and Ek, 1974;
Martin et al., 1976; Radtke and Burkhardt,
1998). All of these methods, however, have con-
siderable disadvantages and there is no one
method which can be applied to all distance-
dependent structure variables and plot shapes.
There is still considerable need for research in this
area. Due to the fact that most of the boundaries
of the three trial stands used in this paper are real
forest boundaries (forest and public roads), no
edge correction has been applied to the structure
variables. The correlation functions, however,
have internal edge corrections integrated in their
algorithms.

Study sites

Data from three forest stands are used to demon-
strate the reviewed indices (see Table 1). The three
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stands were especially selected to reflect rather
different spatial structure. Comparable data from
Britain were not available when this study
started. However, current research projects at the
University of Wales, Bangor and the Forestry
Commission’s Northern Research Station aim at
filling this gap.

The stands Manderscheid 198 and 187 are
situated in the forest district of Manderscheid in
the German federal state Rhineland-Palatinate.
The compartment Ammeloe 14e is situated west
of Münster in the federal state Northrhine-West-
phalia.

Compartment Manderscheid 198 covers an
area of 0.24 ha and is a part of a 11.9 ha forest
stand. It is stocked with 120-year-old oak
(Quercus petraea Lieth), intermingled with beech
(Fagus sylvatica L.) occurring mostly in small
groups. This compartment was included in this
study because it reflects a mature stand with an
intimate species mixture.

Compartment Manderscheid 187 covers an

area of 0.36 ha and is stocked with 24-year-old
planted Douglas fir trees (Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Mirb.) Franco). The compartment was originally
established as a pure stand and the planting rows
are still distinctly visible, but the area now
includes a few isolated, naturally regenerated
beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), pine (Pinus sylvestris
L.), spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), birch (Betula
pendula Roth.) and larch (Larix decidua Mill.)
trees. This compartment was selected because it
is a young plantation with regular tree positions
and a rather low degree of species mingling.

Compartment Ammeloe 14e covers an area of
0.65 ha and is stocked mainly with beech (Fagus
sylvatica L.), apart from some pines (Pinus
sylvestris L.) and oaks (Quercus robur L.). The
trees are 53 years old. Ammeloe 14e reflects
typical more or less mono-species beech forests of
Central Europe. In terms of overall stand age it is
between Manderscheid 187 and Manderscheid
198.

The following parameters were recorded
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Table 1: Forest yield data of the stands Manderscheid 198, Manderscheid 187 and Ammeloe 14e. In the
schematic pictures beech trees appear white, oaks dark grey, Douglas firs light grey and Scots pine black. G =
basal area per hectare (m2 ha–1), N = number of trees per hectare, V = volume per hectare (m3 ha–1)
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within each compartment: diameter at breast
height (d.b.h.), tree species and the Cartesian
coordinates of the tree locations. The data collec-
tion was conducted by the Institute of Forest
Management and Forest Yield Sciences (Uni-
versity of Göttingen, Germany) in 1996 as part
of a pilot project with the state forest services of
Rhineland-Palatinate and Northrhine-West-
phalia. The three plots selected for this study were
part of a larger network of reference plots where
new methods of forest management were tested.
These new methods aimed at combining con-
ventional surveying of yield and stocking infor-
mation with a detailed quantitative description of
stand structure.

Results and discussion

Spatial distribution

The aggregation index R (Clark and Evans, 1954)
and the ‘contagion’ or ‘neighbourhood pattern’
index W both describe the horizontal spatial
arrangement of tree positions. According to the
aggregation index, compartment Manderscheid
187 shows the most regular tree patterns (Table
2), as might be expected from a young Douglas
fir plantation. The Ammeloe 14e beech stand also
appears to be quite regular while the mixed
oak–beech compartment of Manderscheid 198
reflects random tree positions. The observed con-
tagion distribution (which also describes the hori-
zontal arrangement of tree locations) can be
compared to the simulated contagion distribution
(assuming that the given trees of each of the three
forest compartments are arranged randomly).
The comparison in Figure 4 shows that each of
the three stands tend to have only small devia-
tions from the corresponding random distri-
bution of tree locations. The deviation between
observed and simulated distributions can be
quantified by the absolute discrepancy algorithm
AD (Gregorius, 1974; Pommerening, 1997, p.
77):

(8)

with �̂i simulated relative frequency in the distri-
bution classes i to k, and θi observed relative fre-
quency in the distribution classes i to k.

Using this algorithm we find that AD = 0.068
for compartment Manderscheid 198, AD = 0.106
for compartment Manderscheid 187 and AD =
0.067 for compartment Ammeloe 14e. This
simply means that approximately 7 per cent of
some of the five classes of the observed contagion
distributions in Manderscheid 198 and in
Ammeloe 14e would need to be swapped over to
other classes to obtain a contagion distribution
under random conditions. The analysis of Man-
derscheid 187 shows that 10 per cent need to be
swapped. Therefore the observed arrangement of
tree locations in Manderscheid 187 is slightly less
random than the other two compartments. The
reason for this can be found in the regular
arrangement of tree locations in the Douglas fir
plantation. The comparison of the observed
relative frequencies to the simulated frequencies
is what the Clark and Evans index does internally.
Comparing the observed value to the random
value, when the aggregation index R = 1, yields
similar information. Due to different algorithms
(as explained in the review) the results calculated
by the index of Clark and Evans and contagion
are slightly different: Manderscheid 198 and
Ammeloe 14e show a similar deviation from ran-
domness in terms of contagion. Ammeloe 14e,
however, seems to be slightly closer to random-
ness, although the index of Clark and Evans hints
that Manderscheid 198 is closer to random con-
ditions.

Figure 5 shows how the contagion distribution
of the two main tree species of one forest com-
partment can be compared with each other. Oaks
in Manderscheid 198 are more randomly distrib-
uted, while beech shows a tendency towards a
clumped arrangement. This is referred to later
when the species mingling of this stand is dis-
cussed.

Even more information on the spatial arrange-
ment of tree locations is available by applying the
pair correlation function g(r). The pair corre-
lation function (see Table 2) is also associated
with an internal reference. A parallel to the
abscissa through the value 1 defines a complete
random arrangement of tree locations. Up to an
inter-tree distance of 6 m, the pair correlation
function in the compartment Manderscheid 198
is located below the value 1.0 which means that
at these distances there are fewer trees observed
than would be expected under random

AD AD
i i

i

k

= ⋅ −
=

∑1

2 1

� � ∈;     [0,  1]ˆ
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Table 2: A quantitative description of the structure of the three sample stands by means of variables and
correlation functions. The label of the ordinates of contagion, mingling and T1 distributions is relative
frequency. The label of the ordinates of the correlation functions is correlation. In the square plots, beech trees
appear white, oaks dark grey, Douglas firs light grey and Scots pine black.
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conditions. At an inter-tree distance of 6.5 m
the pair correlation function has a value of 1.26,
which means that there are more trees having
between them a distance of about 6.5 m
than would be expected. The pair correlation
function behaves similarly in the compartments

Manderscheid 198 and Ammeloe 14e. Since the
curve for g(r) reaches 1 at r ≈ 8 m in Mander-
scheid 198 (if random fluctuations around 1 are
ignored) one can conclude that the inter-tree
interaction does not go further than 8 m. Trees
with an inter-tree distance less than 8 m seem to
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Figure 4. Observed and simulated values of the contagion distribution for the three forest compartments.
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be rare, so that there must be an inhibition caused
by competition and/or thinning. The correspond-
ing critical distance in Ammeloe 14e is 5 m. These
results are very plausible because both stands are
older than Manderscheid 187 and their trees have
greater diameters; large trees require big inter-tree
distances. The pair correlation thus offers infor-
mation about the interaction radius, which is the
maximum radius of direct tree interaction. Pent-
tinen et al. (1992) observed similar patterns in an
80-year-old Norway spruce forest in Saxony
(Germany) and a 50-year-old mixed stand in
Northern Finland consisting of Scots pine and
silver birch. A very different picture is drawn by
the pair correlation function in the compartment
Manderscheid 187. The regular pattern of fluctu-
ations very much reflects a current spacing of 3 �
3 m. The maxima of the function indicate that
trees were preferably located at the correspond-
ing distances, while values below 1 leading to a
minimum show that trees can be found at these
distances with increasing difficulty. In this case
the interaction radius of 3 m can be more easily
identified in the curve of the mark correlation
function. Pommerening et al. (2000) investigated
a selection forest in the Bavarian forest and, in
contrast to the results of this study, found that the
pair correlation function always had values above
1.0 up to a distance of 4 m. This was caused by
clumps of regeneration trees which can be typi-
cally found in selection forests. The authors also
derived species specific inter-tree interaction radii
for that stand between 6.5 and 9 m.

Species diversity

The distance-independent Shannon index
suggests that species mingling is highest in com-
partment Manderscheid 198, lower in Mander-
scheid 187 and that there is almost no species
diversity in Ammeloe 14e (Table 2). The Shannon
index gives a higher value the more species there
are in a forest compartment and the more equally
they are represented in terms of relative abun-
dances. Shannon index values are higher in com-
partment Manderscheid 198, because oak and
beech are quite equally represented, rather than
in compartment Manderscheid 187, where there
are more tree species but Douglas fir is dominant.

The distance-dependent measure of segregation
S of Pielou (Table 2) indicates aggregation of
different tree species in Manderscheid 198,
species segregation in Manderscheid 187 and
more or less random species distribution in
Ammeloe 14e.

This picture can be completed by examining
the mingling variable M (see Figure 6). Using
equation (8) we find that AD = 0.072 for com-
partment Manderscheid 198, AD = 0.052 for
compartment Manderscheid 187, and AD =
0.007 for compartment Ammeloe 14e. This
means that in the two Manderscheid compart-
ments between 5 and 7 per cent of some of the
four classes of the observed species, mingling
distributions need to be swapped over to other
classes to obtain random conditions. In Ammeloe
14e this is only 0.7 per cent. In contrast to the
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Figure 5. Differences in the contagion index distribution between the two main tree species recorded within
the Manderscheid 198 compartment.
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contagion simulations, the tree positions were
regarded as constant while the attribute ‘tree
species’ was assigned at random to these
positions. In the three sample forest stands we can
detect only very small deviations from a random
distribution.

The general tendencies of the values of the
three measures of species diversity are therefore
similar. Figure 7 shows how the species mingling
distribution of the two main tree species of com-
partment Manderscheid 198 can be compared to
each other without using a theoretical reference.
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Figure 6. Observed and simulated values of the species mingling distribution for the three forest compart-
ments.
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The compartment seems to have been managed in
such a way that oaks are closely intermingled
with beeches, while the latter are arranged in
clumps. We come to this conclusion because of
the fact that most of the oaks belong to the higher
mingling classes, while most of the beeches are
located in the smaller mingling classes. When the
species-specific contagion distribution of Man-
derscheid 198 was discussed (see above), it was
clear that oak was more randomly distributed
than beech, with the latter appearing more
clumped. Obviously the mingling and contagion
variables are in many ways related to each other.
Figure 7 underpins the visual impression gained
from the schematic picture in Table 1 or from a
field visit to the forest with a quantitative descrip-
tion. The spatial pattern of the stand is set by a
special management of this woodland type which
promotes oak and keeps beech as an admixture
serving the oak. Füldner (1995, p. 77) investi-
gated mixed beech–ash stands with admixtures of
sycamore and maple in the Bovenden forest dis-
trict near Göttingen, and came to a very similar
result with regard to the mingling of the main
species beech and ash.

Variations in tree dimensions

The diameter differentiation T1 (Table 2) is the
spatially explicit counterpart to the distance-
independent diameter distribution in that it

allows the difference between immediate tree
neighbours to be measured.

The mean T1 values indicate a quite high diam-
eter differentiation in Manderscheid 198 but a
very low one in both the other compartments.
The distribution (Table 2 and Figure 8) shows
that most of the trees within compartments Man-
derscheid 187 and Ammeloe 14e belong to the
first two differentiation classes, which means that
their immediate neighbours have a diameter from
50 per cent and predominantly more than 70 per
cent of their own diameter. By contrast, in Man-
derscheid 198, the trees seem to be almost equally
distributed over all the four classes. These differ-
ences are not only a function of age and stand
development stage but are very much due to the
special character of the management of mixed
oak–beech stands, where oak is systematically
promoted while beech is managed to serve the
oaks and improve their timber quality. This
results in bigger diameters of oak and smaller
diameters of beech.

Using equation (8), we find that AD = 0.205
for compartment Manderscheid 198, AD = 0.108
for compartment Manderscheid 187 and AD =
0.151 for compartment Ammeloe 14e (Figure 8).
These results show marked deviations from a
random distribution of tree diameters. As with
the mingling simulations, the tree positions were
regarded as constant while the tree attribute
‘diameter’ was assigned randomly. The small
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Figure 7. Differences in mingling of the two main tree species within the Manderscheid 198 compartment.
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deviation in Manderscheid 187 might be due to
the fact that the dimensions of young plantation
trees are very similar to each other anyway so that
a random assignment presents no great difference
in terms of diameter differentiation. In Mander-

scheid 198 the differences are especially large in
the first two classes, indicating small and average
differentiation. This might indicate that special
management has taken place to protect the light-
demanding oaks from the climax tree species
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Figure 8. Observed and simulated values of the diameter differentiation T1 distribution for the three forest
compartments.
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beech, perhaps by removal of some of the latter.
Although randomness as a reference is no substi-
tute for naturalness, deviation from randomness
is a suitable indicator that in a particular forest
compartment something special has been
detected.

Applying the mark correlation function k(r) as
another measure to characterize the spatial
arrangement of tree dimensions, we find that
there are correlations between the diameters of
trees only at small distances between trees. In
Manderscheid 187 the diameters of trees located
more closely to each other tend to be negatively
correlated, because at distances of up to 3 m
between trees the values of k(r) are below 1. This
indicates a trend that at small inter-tree distances
both trees of a pair have smaller diameters, which
is the price that they have to pay for being close
together. At distances greater than 3 m, there are
only random fluctuations around 1, indicating
that there is no longer any correlation between
diameters. In Ammeloe 14e we see a similar tend-
ency; however, the value of 1 is reached later, at
an inter-tree distance of 5.5 m. The speed with
which the function approaches the value 1
depends on the extent of interaction between
trees based on their dimensions. Obviously the
older compartment Ammeloe 14e has larger tree
interaction radii than the comparatively young
plantation Manderscheid 187. Similar results
were found by Pommerening et al. (2000) in a
selection stand of the Bavarian forest. The value
of k(r) has an interesting peak at an inter-tree dis-
tance of 1 m in compartment Manderscheid 198.
Occasionally, where two or more dominant trees
are located closely to each other, they still appear
to be growing satisfactorily, perhaps as a result of
local management and/or good site conditions.
After this peak, k(r) shows quite ‘normal behav-
iour’ and approaches the value of 1 again at an
inter-tree distance of 6 m.

Conclusions

Forestry in Britain as well as in Europe has to
demonstrate that its management is sustainable in
terms of providing wildlife habitat. Landscape
and forest compartment structures determine to a
large extent the occurrence and population
dynamics of a range of species. From given spatial

forest structures one can identify the suitability of
habitats or the population development of
important wildlife and plant species (McKelvey et
al., 1993; Pitkanen, 1997; Letcher et al., 1998;
Wiegand, 1998). The equations for the quantifi-
cation of stand structure presented in this paper
have the advantage that they are easier to survey
by means of common forest inventories than
more direct measures of diversity. The latter can
be surveyed only selectively at certain points and
after considerable effort. At least with some of the
variables discussed in this paper the more direct
measures of diversity seem to correlate reason-
ably well (Spanuth, 1998; Neumann and Star-
linger, 2001), but the correlation still needs to be
verified by further appropriate analysis. While
there are many studies comparing structural
indices which focus on methodology, only a few
studies exist on the relationship between stand
structure and direct measures of diversity
(Neumann and Starlinger, 2001).

Apart from using these algorithms and con-
cepts to relate forest stand structure to habitat
functions, they can also be used to inform man-
agers about the consequences of silvicultural
activities. As continuous cover forestry in Britain
will certainly give rise to more diverse forests, it
might be sensible to define ‘ecological’ manage-
ment objectives. The indices and functions dis-
cussed can be used to determine quantitative
critical values which need to be exceeded to
ensure a minimal amount of biodiversity. As these
methods are relatively new, and researchers are
currently only at the early stages of understand-
ing spatial stand structure, further follow-up
studies are needed in order to be able to relate
quantities like the ones presented in this paper to
habitat functions or to derive critical values for
forest management. There are only a few studies
comparing different indices over a wide range of
ecological conditions (Neumann and Starlinger,
2001). As a consequence of new forest policies
in Britain (e.g. Forestry Commission, 2001),
increased research in irregular forest management
now includes investigations on the dependence of
tree growth on tree location. This will provide a
number of forest stands with accurately mapped
tree positions and their development over time,
which can be used for studying this in greater
detail.

The process of analysing and quantifying forest
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structures can also be seen in reverse. Starting
with a quantitative statement and quantifying
suitable variables describing a desired forest
structure, the spatial arrangement of trees can be
reproduced on the computer to meet these objec-
tives (Lewandowski and Gadow, 1997; Pretzsch,
1997). Using these approaches it is possible to
develop a forest structure or habitat generator,
which is able to simulate the habitats preferred by
certain animal species (Wiegand, 1998). These
computer simulations can then be translated into
management guidelines or recommendations to
be used by woodland managers and conserva-
tionists. The quoted papers present first steps in
this direction and still need to be followed up in
greater detail. However, this work undoubtedly
offers great potential for conservation and eco-
logical woodland management.

Over the last 20 years, new methods have been
developed for describing complex forest struc-
tures and their possible changes resulting from
growth, natural mortality and selective harvests.
With these tools, scientific forest management
will be in a much better position to establish,
manage and maintain a great variety of complex
structures without jeopardizing the traditional
emphasis on sustainable harvests. One of the keys
to achieving sustainable management in any type
of forest is having spatial variables which can be
assessed in the field at low cost and which can be
used to describe, compare and evaluate forest
structures and their modification by harvesting
activities (Gadow and Pogoda, 2000). The sam-
pling method ‘structural group of four’ (Figure 2),
especially designed to assess structural infor-
mation in forest stands, does not require time-
consuming distance measurements and takes into
account neighbourhood relationships. The
Shannon index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949), the
contagion index (Gadow et al., 1998), the
coefficient of segregation of Pielou (1977), the
mingling index (Füldner, 1995) and the diameter
differentiation index (Füldner, 1995) can be easily
combined with the ‘structural group of four’ or
traditional circular sample plots. When presented
as a frequency distribution, the individual values
of these neighbourhood-based parameters also
indicate small-scale differences in the structure of
forests. Algorithms such as the correlation func-
tions and other indices, which require the survey-
ing of coordinates, can be measured in research

plots where normally more detailed research
work is carried out. However, Tomppo (1986)
presented a method which allows the estimation
of correlation functions from traditional circular
sample plots used in forest inventories.

A disadvantage of the indices and variables is
that they are based on small-scale data and thus
can only give information on the variability
within this range. The nearest neighbour of a
reference tree, however, may be located some dis-
tance from the reference tree and thus this inter-
tree distance can often encompass various
ecological scales. If distances between trees are
large, it is possible that there is only little or some-
times no interaction between them, while small
distances between reference trees and nearest
neighbours imply strong interactions. Measures
based on the nearest-neighbour concept make no
distinction between these two cases. They mix
together the influence of ecological patterns on
various scales. However, these indices are of
particular value in terms of practicability when
applied in situ in a forest, when only the nearest
neighbour distances are measured or estimated
and not tree locations. Usually short distances or
counting in sampling units of small area are
practical. If the tree locations are recorded, corre-
lation functions, which avoid the mixing of
different ecological scales, can provide more
information on forest structure and tree inter-
action. In particular, the additional information
on tree interaction radii can lead to a better under-
standing of competition effects in mixed stands.
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